Health Law Daily Wrap Up, BLOG TRACKER—Noteworthy blog posts and other commentary, (Oct. 8, 2020)
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The week’s most insightful, intriguing, or entertaining blog posts from the health law community:

- To The Point: Health Care in the 2020 Presidential Election: Prescription Drugs, by Lovisa Gustafsson and Elizabeth Fowler
- Health Affairs Blog: How RBG’s Voice Shaped The Courts’—And America’s—Views On Women’s Health For A Generation, by Elizabeth Tobin-Tyler
- Health Industry Washington Watch: Patient access to health information at the forefront of government initiatives and scrutiny, by Nancy Halstead and Vicki Tinkle
- TheUpshot: How Much Would Trump’s Coronavirus Treatment Cost Most Americans?, by Sarah Kliff

Have you seen (or written) a blog post that fits the bill? Send the HLD editors a note at HLD@wolterskluwer.com, with a link to the suggested post.

Attorneys: Serra J. Schlanger & Faraz Siddiqui & Michelle L. Butler & Alan M. Kirschenbaum (Hyman, Phelps & McNamara, P.C.). Nancy Halstead and Vicki Tinkle (Reed Smith LLP).